it’s also our history
twelve CENTURIES OF MUSLIM PRESENCE IN EUROPE.
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T

his exhibition is not a work of circumstance. It has been included in the programme of the Museum of
Europe since its origin, seventeen years ago, and has continued to haunt the minds of members of our
association.
It also addresses a fundamental concern – the study of European relations, taken as a whole, both internally and externally, and takes its place in a series bearing the statement “It’s our history”: “Europe, it’s

our history”, “America, it’s our history”, and now Islam. “Islam”, with a capital letter since this term not only denotes
a religion but also a civilisation.
It turns out that our exhibition comes at a very relevant time in history when the meeting between Europe and Islam
is witnessed by citizens from the continent in all its tragic manifestations – massive and chaotic waves of immigration,
senseless terrorist violence, feelings of alienation, incomprehension and hostility.
Should we cancel it or at least postpone it until happier circumstances? Definitely not, we believe. It is precisely because
the timing is tragic that it is important to show our contemporaries the extraordinary richness of this history, which has
helped to make us what we are. We should not hide what is wrong any more than relativize it, but place it a centuries-old history, which has much more to it than just this.
After all, do we imagine a history of Europe reduced to wars between its nations?
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This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible
for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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I

n the European imagination, both Muslim

The Muslims arrived in the Western part of the

another, to be sure, but which come from a common

and non-Muslim, there is a stubbornly rooted

Mediterranean in the eighth century with the conquest

spiritual and intellectual core, tracing the same

idea that the Muslim presence on European

of the Iberian Peninsula, where they remained for

scriptural origins and claiming the same philosophical

soil is a late import, dating from the waves of

seven centuries. By the time that the fall of Granada

heritage. The twelve-century story of their involvement

immigration of the second half of the twentieth

in 1492 brought an end to the Muslim presence in

with one another has been violent at times, peaceful

century. This results in another preconceived notion:

the West of the continent, the Turks had already been

at other times, but always rich in mutual influences.

that these two civilisations, Europe and Islam, are

well established for over a century in the East, in the

Without their encounter, neither Europe nor Islam

fundamentally foreign to one another, and condemned

Balkans, which they incorporated into a vast empire.

would be what they are today.

by the vicissitudes of history to coexist uneasily with

Just as there is a North African Islam, a Turkish Islam, an

one another.

African Islam, an Indo-Pakistani Islam, an Arabic Islam

The exhibition Islam, its also our History shows that this
is completely wrong. Far from being a recent presence,

and an Indonesian Islam, so too there was – and still is
today – a specifically European Islam.

Islam has never been absent from Europe and European

So can we talk of two civilisations that are foreign to

civilisation since it first burst onto the stage of history.

one another? No, Europe and Islam are two civilisations

Amid the flow and ebb of territorial advances and
retreats over the centuries, this exhibition revisits this
history, which, for better or for worse, is our common
heritage and in which we all play a part.

which have sometimes been in conflict with one
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I

slam, its also our History is a civilisation exhibition.

science, art, or even, as we have uniquely experienced,

Though relatively rare in Europe, where large

through theatre. It integrates different kinds of

collections and a strong and venerable tradition

knowledge

have always favoured art exhibitions, the

blending them into a harmonious whole. While such

civilisation exhibition is nonetheless a powerful

a dialogue may not generate scientific knowledge –

cultural tool. It has the advantage of drawing in

an exhibition will never replace a book or a scientific

tens of thousands of visitors. It is a spectacle that

article – it is a powerful producer of understanding and

can unfold over a fairly long period, appeal to the

curiosity.

intelligence and sensitivity of a large audience,
and, by operating on all levels of communication,
simultaneously address all social classes, all ages and
all levels of education. It alone has the potential to be
of interest to university professors, college students,
business people and mothers alike. As such, the

contributed

by

different

disciplines,

In a world disoriented by the globalisation of commerce
and the explosion of communication technologies, the
civilisation exhibition conveys a humanist message. It
restores humans to their rightful place at the heart of
human concerns.

civilisation exhibition creates social ties and imparts

Finally, the kind of civilisation exhibition we have in

meaning to them through culture.

mind must necessarily have a European dimension,

A well-designed civilisation exhibition breaks down
barriers between different fields of cultural activity
and in so doing broadens the horizons of those

for two reasons: because the chosen themes are never
confined to the particularity of one nation, and because
this will be a travelling exhibition.

who habitually consume them. It throws light on
contemporary political questions through history,
Islam in Europe: a diverse array of faces and stories
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Given the immense timespan and vast geographical
area covered by this story, any attempt at completeness
is obviously doomed to failure. We have therefore
constructed our exhibition around the notion of ‘legacies’
– in other words, the traces that have remained from this
centuries-long encounter and that pervade the material
and spiritual civilisation of Europe. The main events in this
history, which are referred to throughout the exhibition,
are outlined in the concluding film shown before the final
exhibition space, dedicated to our time.

1- Introductory space

Artwork expressing the meeting of both civilisations

◆ Message: poetical outline of the long history of relations
between Europe and Islam.
◆ Exhibition technique: immersive audiovisual installation.

immersive audiovisual display
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2- The Abrahamic legacy

3- The Arab-Andalusian and
Arab-Sicilian legacy

◆ Message: Islam and Christianity: two branches of the

◆ Message: The first phase of Islamic expansion (Andalusia),

same family tree.

followed by the first phase of withdrawal (Sicily). Between
the two phases, the balance of power is reversed, but the

◆ Exhibition technique: The two civilisations’ common

Christian West is the side that consistently benefits through

spiritual origin is revealed by means of paintings showing

its contact with the Muslims.

three shared prophets: Abraham, Moses and Jesus.
Koranic verses relating to them are displayed opposite

◆ Exhibition technique: Display evoking a library containing

these paintings.

contemporary knowledge; objects illustrating the different
areas of knowledge; interactive devices.

The Sacrifice of Isaac, Rembrandt, 1635,
oil on canvas, Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg
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The Arab-Andalusian and Arab-Sicilian legacy:
a library of contemporary knowledge

Date-picking, the al-Mughira Pyxis
(pommade pot, ivory, made in al-Andalus in 968),
Louvre
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4- The Ottoman legacy

5- The colonial legacy

◆ Message: In a Europe cut in two between a Christian

◆ Message: the Ottoman Turks began a long phase of decline as

West where hardly any Muslims remained and an East

the colonial legacy

early as the second half of the sixteenth century. Three centuries

dominated by Islam but widely populated by Christians,

later, with this process complete, Christian Europe moved in to

and where the Ottomans had replaced the Arabs as the

replace it: in the East of the continent, by means of nation states;

main ‘Other’, conflict-laden relations did not prevent

in the West, through the colonial adventure in the Maghreb and

commercial, diplomatic and intellectual exchanges. The

the Middle East. The colonisation of former Ottoman territory

difference during this second phase of Muslim expansion

was accompanied by the introduction of a system of unequal

is that the balance of advantage from these exchanges

economic, intellectual and institutional exchanges. In Europe, the

was increasingly in favour of the West.

influence of the Muslim East was felt mainly in art (Orientalism) and
everyday life (vocabulary, cuisine). In a second phase beginning in

◆ Exhibition technique: Display evoking a huge Ottoman

the second half of the twentieth century, Westerners themselves

tent, symbolising the expansion of the Ottoman Empire,

began the last stage of their own withdrawal: decolonisation,

the wars between this empire and the Christian states,

which generated political, ideological and, soon afterwards,

and the empire’s treatment of its minorities; objects;

demographic upheaval on European soil.

interactive devices.

◆ Exhibition technique: Recreation of a dock in a Mediterranean
port, symbolising Europeans’ journeys to an Islamic world which
was the subject of many legends; their return in the wake of
decolonisation; and the beginning of the arrival of Muslim
populations after the Second World War, whether from former
colonies (France) or not
(Belgium, Germany).

Statue of a janissary holding a clock,
17th-18th century, made in Germany for
the Ottoman Empire Dresden, Staatliche Kunstsammlung
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Arranged in an Ottoman tent captured as war booty and
subsequently used in European courts for festivities

Dress designed by Paul Poiret
(1879–1944) 1911, Metropolitan
Museum, New-York
15

Set-up

6- A history that is twelve
centuries old and still
ongoing
◆ Message: this is a history of flows and ebbs and of the
interpenetration of the two civilisations.
◆ Exhibition technique: a film lasting 10-12 minutes,
which sets out, summarises and completes the story that the
exhibition has unfolded so far.

7- Today
◆ Message: In Eastern Europe, Muslim populations dating back
a long time – the Bosnian Muslims and the Tatars in the Crimea
– and their experience of first dictatorship, and then war;
In Western Europe, the re-establishment of Muslim

Concluding audiovisual projection

populations through labour immigration (the post-war
reconstruction), family reunification, and latterly, the arrival
of waves of refugees fleeing the Middle East conflict.
◆ Exhibition technique: contemporary artworks with
commentary.
The exhibition will be created in two formats
(approximately 1,200 m2 and 300 m2) so that it can
be presented in spaces of varying capacity and travel
round Europe.
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The Dream Machine, Kader Attia, 2003
Collection of the National Immigration Museum, Paris
photo: Nathalie Darbellay
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Other spaces

T

he exhibition is treated here as the pivotal

◆ A fashion show involving designers from several

event around which a series of activities will

European countries who are inspired in their work today

be developed in order to extend, enrich and

by the traditions of Islam. Fashion is particularly apt

perpetuate its message.

to seek fresh input from borrowings and encounters

◆ Six interactive forums on multiculturalism, the aim
of which is to allow Muslims to explain their cultural/

A gangway: travel narrative in time and space

◆ A sound and light show in a central location in

Participants will come from Belgium (the three linguistic

the capital. Combining video mapping, son et lumière,

Communities) and its neighbouring countries, and

pyrotechnics and artistic performances, this spectacle will

from various age groups and educational levels. These

express the essence of the exhibition’s theme in a sensory

forums will be held during the period of the exhibition’s

appeal to spectators. Tempora and Luc Petit Creation won

presentation in Belgium.

the Exceptional Event prize at the Cannes Event Awards

◆ Concerts, held while the exhibition is on show in

A specific space on community life in each era

attractive area that is very relevant to this project.

religious background to their non-Muslim compatriots.

Brussels and elsewhere, will illustrate the encounter
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between different cultural spheres, making it a lively and

for the show From Texas to Bastogne; they will join forces
again to create this spectacle.

between these two civilisations in music. We are planning

◆ A food festival. In partnership with Visit Brussels,

an eclectic programme in order to reach as diverse an

Ottoman and Moroccan cuisine will be celebrated during

audience as possible.

Eat Brussels!
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T

his project is profoundly European and

The project likewise has numerous European

draws on Europe’s history and values.

partners:

Telling the story of twelve centuries of
interaction between Europe and Islamic
civilisation in European territory, it aims

to stress the openness of the European identity,
which is quick to integrate foreign identities and so
nourish its own multiple and diverse identity.

Ethnographic Museum, Sofia, Bulgaria
◆ Institute for Cultural Exchange, Tübingen, Germany

◆ University of Aksaray, Turkey

educational and political in nature: to help Muslims and

◆ Association of Architects of Bosnia- Herzegovina,

non-Muslims understand the elements of their common

Sarajevo, Bosnia- Herzegovina

European countries in the project.

Associate partners:

Kunsthaus
(Tübingen)

Vanderborghtbuilding
(Brussels)

Museo National,
Palazzo Venezia
(Rome)

Open Society Foundation, London, UK
Copenhagen, Denmark

The European Commission, through the Education,

◆ The non-profit organisation Ecritures du monde,

Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA), is

Paris, France

collaborating actively on this project, which it intends to

◆ The European network of art galleries

make a flagship project.

coordinated by Galerie Aeroplastics Contemporary,

Belgium
United Kingdom
Denmark

Activities carried out by a coorganizer and benefiting to
the whole project

Belgium

project authors:

Drafting of the
layout of the
book on
contemporary art

Germany

7 coorganisers
(Belgium, Germany, Italy,
France, Turkey, Bulgaria
en Bosnia i Herzegovina)

Presentation of
the small version
of the exhibition

Italy

Production of a
music CD

Germany

Italy

Bulgaria

Aksaray
University

Bosnia-

Other partners
Development of the
project’s website

Turkey

Presentation of
the small version
of the exhibition

Art Gallery of
BosniaHerzegovina
(Sarajevo)

Communication, sharing of the information to the general public

Belgium

Herzegovina

Ethnography
Museum (Sofia)

Activities carried out by a coorganizer and implemented
in the coorganizer’s country
Venues and locations

4 associeted partners
(United Kingdom, Portugal,
Denmark, Belgium)

Italy

Turkey

◆ The non-profit organisation CuLTures,

Drafting of the
layout of the
learning guide

Belgium

Herzegovina

Belgium

Presentation of
the large version
of the exhibition

◆ The Institute of the Arab World, Paris
◆ The At Home in Europe programme run by the

Belgium
Germany
Italy

Germany

Presentation of
the large version
of the exhibition

s

Drafting of the
layout of the
exhibition guide

Bosnia-

Presentation of
the large version
of the exhibition

pa
rt
ne
r

Production of
the exhibition

Fashion show
Belgium

◆ Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research –

have resulted from it, the project has a goal which is both

of the European Union and partners from numerous

Sarajevo

Action (IRFAM), Liège, Belgium

Paris, France

As such, it makes obvious sense to seek the involvement

Conception of
exhibition and
of communication
tools

Brussels

◆ The Institute for Migration Research, Training and

in Europe and the different facets of the relations that

History’ is more than just an empty slogan.

pa

◆ Civita Cultura, Rome

◆ National Museum of the History of Immigration,

cultivate their shared identity, so that ‘Islam, its also our

r
he

rs
ne
t
r

Show

In its desire to show the reality of the long Muslim presence

culture that are the fruit of historical contacts, and to

ot

oth
er

Virtual exhibition

Presentation of
the small version
of the exhibition

Symposium and
publication

Aksaray
University

Intercultural
encounters

Brussels

Brussels, Belgium
other partners
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TEMPORA

the museum of europe

T

he Museum of Europe was founded

◆ America, It’s Also Our History! (Brussels, 2010)

in Brussels in 1998 by a civil society

◆ 14-18, It’s Also Our History! (Brussels, 2014-2015)

group. It aims to promote and present

◆ Islam: Part Our History! 12 Centuries of Muslim ◆

cultural, tourism-related, recreational and

Presence in Europe (Belgium, Germany, Italy, Bosnia-

educational activities and products that

Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Turkey, 2016-2018)

T

creating

Tempora’s approach is based on a number of values:

the exhibition, and is coordinating

respect for locations and their history; the effective

its network of European partners.

presentation of collections; the search for balance

Tempora is a Belgian agency that

between lightness of touch, aesthetic considerations

designs,

and strict adherence to scientific knowledge; the

empora

designed

produces,

and

is

promotes

and

manages cultural exhibitions and facilities. Founded
in 1998, it is one of the leading players in this sector
in Europe.

Permanent displays:
◆ Espace Chimay (Belgium, 2012)
◆ Poznan Visitors’ Centre (Poland, 2014)
◆ Gdansk Second World War Museum (Poland, 2014)

widest possible access; and education.

◆ Belgian Chocolate Village (Brussels, Koekelberg,

For many years, Tempora and the Museum of Europe

◆ The Doudou Museum (Mons, European Capital of

have worked together to present high-quality exhibitions

Culture, 2015

2014

offer the general public a vision of Europe, its civilisation,

◆ The Holocaust by Bullets (in conjunction with the

its relationship with other civilisations and its citizens’

Holocaust Memorial in Paris - Brussels, 2010)

Tempora relies on a multidisciplinary team of around

around the world. Since its creation in 1998, the company

◆ The Artothèque (Mons, European Capital of Culture,

sense of identity. The Museum of Europe creates its

◆ Be.Welcome: Immigration in Belgium (in conjunction

forty employees, covering the entire skill-set needed to

has completed numerous projects – both temporary

2015)

exhibitions through the company Tempora, with which it

with the Atomium – Brussels, 2010)

create and manage the projects entrusted to it, including

exhibitions and permanent displays.

◆ Hougoumont Farm (Waterloo, 2015)

has a structural agreement. In addition, the Museum of

◆ Cardinal Kominek, a Little-Known Founding Father

academics,

Europe creates and disseminates publications relating to

of Europe (in conjunction with the Municipality of

graphic designers, display designers, documentalists and

its exhibitions and events (exhibition catalogues, books

Wroclaw and the Museums of the Vatican, Vatican, Berlin,

multimedia experts.

and conference proceedings).

Wroclaw, Brussels, 2015)

project

leaders,

managers,

architects,

Exhibitions designed and produced by Tempora on
behalf of third parties:

Tempora has two key characteristics:

◆ Dinner’s Served! (Brussels, Libramont)

◆ Its unique capacity as a turnkey provider, which

◆ Renaissance 2.0 (Mons, 2013)

means that it can contribute to specific phases or handle

◆ Seen on the Radio ! 100 Years of Radio in

◆ God(s), a User’s Guide (Brussels, 2006 - Madrid, 2007

entire projects on a ready-to-use basis: exhibition creation,

Belgium (Brussels, 2014)

- Quebec, 2010 - Ottawa, 2011 - Paris, 2012 – Warsaw,

development and production, promotion, receiving and

◆ From Texas to Bastogne: Texas Aggies go to War

2013)

managing the public;

(Bastogne War Museum, 2014)

Exhibitions designed and produced by Tempora at the
request of the Museum of Europe:

◆ It’s Our History! 50 Years of European Adventure
(Brussels, 2007 – Wroclaw, 2009)

◆ La Belle Europe. Europe in the Age of the Universal
Exhibitions– 1851-1913 (Brussels, 2001-2002)

◆ Its international experience in Europe, Asia and
North America, with a record of managing major projects,

◆ It’s Our Earth! (Brussels, 2008 – Warsaw, 2009)

◆ Visitor Centre for the Replica Cave of Vallon Pont
d’arc (France, 2015)
Tempora and the Museum of Europe will team up with a
large number of operators in Brussels for the successful
organisation of additional events. Many groups will be
working with us on this project once again.

◆ 21 Rue La Boétie. Picasso, Matisse, Braque, Léger
and their Dealer, Paul Rosenberg (Liège, 2016 – Paris,
2017)

designing and developing international exhibitions and
museums, and organising foreign tours for exhibitions
created and originally presented in Belgium.
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